Movement Disorder Surgery, The Essentials is a hardcover book of around 250 pages that presents the current state of practice in the field.
and correcting errors in movement disorder surgery", and "Deep brain stimulations programming", provide documentation on technical and practical aspects in addition to the costs of the procedures. These practical issues are generally not easily found in textbooks and the literature elsewhere; therefore, this book represents a valuable tool for any group that aims to setup a new movement disorder surgery unit.
Furthermore, this book not only covers the current and common way to do movement disorder surgery, but also with chapters like "Stereotactic surgery without microelectrode recording", "Implantation of multiple electrodes and robotic techniques", "Frameless functional stereotactic approaches" "Gamma Knife", and "The future of treatment for advanced Parkinson's disease", gives the opportunity to the reader to familiarize with more novel or controversial strategies, not generally performed by the majority of the functional neurosurgeons.
In summary, the authors have certainly accomplished the aim of giving an overview of movement disorder surgery. This book is directed primarily at practicing physicians who want to establish a new unit. They will certainly appreciate all the relevant practical issues which are discussed in a straightforward manner. Moreover, this manuscript offers a critical analysis of the state of the art in the field and opens perspectives in developments and alternative treatments.
